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a number of aspects of the interaction, and in particu-
lar-by marked contrast, for example, with ribo-
nuclease-shows that the entry of the substrate pro-
vokes appreciable local changes in disposition of side
chains. There is no evidence of specific interactions
between any groups in the enzyme and the a-terminal
side chain of the substrate, which fits easily into the
cavity. However, the terminal carboxylate group
is brought into contact with an arginine side chain,
which moves 2 A in the process. It is tentatively
suggested, moreover, that the oxygen atom of the
substrate peptide bond may become a ligand for the
zinc atom. It was previously observed by Vallee and
co-workers that certain tyrosine residues seem to be
involved in enzymatic activity, and indeed it is found
that one tyrosine moves a. distance of no less than 14 A

Unusual signals from pulsatin~: radio sources have been recorded at
the Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory. The radiation seems to
come from local objects wit~lin the gala(y, and may be associated
with oscillations of white dW~lrf or neutron stars.
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IN July 1967, a large radio telescope operating at a fre-
quency of 81.5 MHz was brought into use at the Mullard
Radio Astronomy Observatory_This instrument was
designed to investigate the angular structure of compact
radio sources by observing the scintillation caused by
the irregular structure of the interplanetary medium'.
The initial survey includes the whole sky in the declination
range -080 < 8 < 440 and this area is scanned once a
week. A large fraction of the sky is thus under regular
surveillance- Soon after the instrument was brought into
operation it was noticed that signals which appeared at
first to be weak sporadic interference were repeatedly
observed at a fixed declination and right ascension; this
result showed that the source could not be terrestrial in
origin.

Systematic investigations were started in November
and high speed records showed that the signals, when
present, consisted of a series of pulses each lasting ~ 0-3 s
and with a repetition period of about 1.337 s which was
Soon found to be maintained with extreme accuracy.
Further observations have shown that the true period is
constant to better than 1 part in 10' although there is a
systematic variation which can be ascribed to the orbital
~otion of the Earth. The impulsive nature of the recorded
signals is caused by the periodic passage of a signal of
descending frequency through the 1 MHz pass band of
the receiver.

The remarkable nature of these signals at first suggested
an origin in tenDS of man-made transmissions which might
arise from deep space probes, planetary radar or the
reflexion of terrestrial signals from the Moon. N one of
these interpretations can, however, be accepted because
the absence of any parallax shows that the source lies
far outside the solar system. A preliminary search for
further pulsating sources has already revealed the presence

when the substr8l1Ge is introduced so as to bring up the
phenolic hydrox}rl group close to the substrate peptide
bond. The motion occurs in a non-helical part of
the chain, and evidently involves a considerable
disturbance of the backbone conformation as well
as rotation abolllt side chain carbon-carbon bonds.
A carboxylate group also seems to form part of the
active site.

The details so far available are consistent with
chemical data: .whether a more precise delineation of
the interaction !)'}tween the active centre and the sub-
strate will imm~liately suggest a catalytic mechanism
remains to be s~m. There are grounds for optimism,
despite the renlarkable failure of known protein
structures so f8l1~ to reveal the mechanism of their
function unequivocably.

of three others having remarkably similar properties
which suggests t\llat this type of source may be relatively
common at a lo~' flux density, A tentative explanation
of these unusual .IOurCes in terms of the stable oscillations
of white dwarf OJr neutron stars is proposed.

Position and Flu): Density
The aerial coJ:lsists of a rectangular array containing

2,048 full-wave ~lipoles arranged in sixteen rows of 128
elements. Each Irow is 470 m long in an E.-W. direction
and the N .-8. ex1lo3nt of the array is 45 m. Phase. scanning
is employed to dIrect the reception pattern in declination
and four receive~ are used so that four different declina-
tions may be obElerved simultaneously. Phase-switching
receivers are employed and the two halves of the aerial
are combined as an E.-W. interferometer. Each row of
dipole elements js backed by a tilted reflecting screen so
that maximum '-Jnsitivity is obtained at a declination of
approximately -t 30°, the overall sensitivity being reduced
by more than /pne.half when the beam is scanned to
declinations abo,'e +90° and below -5°. The beamwidth
of the array to ~,lf intensity is about :t to in right ascen.
sion and :t 3° in declination; the phasing arrangement is
designed to pr~iuce beams at roughly 3° intervals in
declination. T~, receivers have a bandwidth of 1 MHz
centred at a freq~lency of 81.5 MHz and routine recordings
are made with 8, time constant of 0.1 s; the r.m.s. noise
fluctuations couespond to a flux density of 0,5 x 10-28
W m-2 Hz-I. F~r detailed studies of the pulsating source
a time constant of 0.05 s was usually employed and the
signals were di~)layed on a multi-channel 'Rapidgraph'
pen recorder wil;h a time constant of 0.03 s. Accurate
timing of the p'llses was achieved by recording second
pips derived frorn the };!SF Rugby time transmissions.

A record obt.ined when the pulsating source was un.
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Fig. 1. a. _\ record of the pulsating radio source in strong signal con-
ditions (receiver time constant 0.1 s). Full scale deflexion correspond. to
20 x 10-" W m-' Hz-'. b. Upper trace: records obtained with addition..!
paths (240 m and 450 mJ in one side of the interferometer. Lo".er trace:
normal interferometer records. (The pulses are small for 1=240 m
because they occurred near a null in the interference pattern; this modi-
ties the phase but not the amplitude of the oscillatory response on the
upper trace.) c. Simulated pulses obtained using a signal generator.
d. Simultaneous reception of pulses using identical receiverstune,l to
.lifferent frequencies. Pulses at the lower frequ"n"'~. arc delayell b,

about 0.2 s.
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~lere dv/dt is the rate of change of signal frequency.
P.Iooords obtained with l = 240 m and 450 m are shown
Ul Fig. Ib together with a simultaneous record of the
p/llses derived from a separate phase-switching receiver
operating with equal cables in the usual fashion.
Ailso shown, in Fig. lc, is a simulated record obtained
wlith exactly the same arrangement but using a
signal generator, instead of the source, to provide the
s-.rept frequency. For observation with l > 450 m the
p!,riodic oscillations were slo\ved down to a low frequency
by an additional phase shifting device in order to prevent
severe attenuation of the output signal by the time
c(jlnstant of the receiver. The rate of change of signal
fIIIJquency .has been deduced from the additional phase
slltift required and is dv/dt = -4.9:t 0.5 MHz S-I. The
dJrection of the frequency drift can be obtained from the
phase of the oscillation on the record and is found to be
fIII)m high to low frequency in agreement with the first
r@~ult.

"

usually strong is sho\\'n in Fig. la. 'l'his clearly displays
the regular periodicity and also the characteristic irregular
variation of pulse amplitude. On this occasion the
largest pulses approached a peak flux density (averaged
over the 1 MHz pass band) of 20 x 10-18 W m-1 Hz-',
although the mean flux density integrated over one minute
only amounted to approximately 1.0 x 10-28 W m-1 Hz-'.
On a more typical occasion the integrated flux density
would be several times smaller than this value. It is
therefore not surprising that the source hag not been
detected in the past, for the integrated flux density falls
well below the limit of previous surveys at metre wa,-e-
lengths.

The position of the source in right ascension is readily
obtained from an accurate measurement of the "cross-
over" points of the interference pattern on those occasions
when the pulses were strong throughout an interval
embracing such a point. The collimation error of the
instrument was determined from a similar measurement
on the neighbouring source 30 409 which transits about
52 min later. On the routine recordings which first
revealed the source the reading accuracy was only :t 10 s
and the earliest record suitable for position measurement
was obtained on August 13, 1967. This and all subsequent
measurements agree within the error limits. The position
in declination is not so well determined and relies on the
relative amplitudes of the signals obtained when the
reception pattern is centred on declinations of 20°, 23°
and 26°. Combining the measurements yields a position

IX1I60 = 19h 19m 38s:t 3s

8'9'0 = 22° 00' :t 30'

As discussed here, the measurement of the Doppler shift
in the observed frequency of the pulses due to the Earth's
orbital motion provides an alternative estimate of the
declination. Observations throughout one year should
,yield an accuracy of :t 1'. The value currently attained
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Fig. 2. a. The time variation of the smoothed (over ten pulses) pulse amplitude. b. Daily variation or peak pulse amplitude. (Ordinates are in units of

W m-1 Hz-' x 10"".)

The instantaneous bandwidth of the signal may also
be obtained from records of the type shown in Fig. Ib
because the oscillatory response as a function of delay is
a measure of the autocorrelation function, and hence of
the Fourier transfonn, of the power spectrum of the
radiation. The results of the measurements are displayed
in Fig. 3 from which the instantaneous bandwidth of the
signal to exp (-I), assuming a Gaussian energy spectrum,
is estimated to be 80:!: 20 kHz.

Pulse Recurrence Frequency and Doppler Shift

By displaying the pulses and time pips from J.YSF
Rugby on the same record the leading edge of a pulse of
reasonable size may be timed to an accuracy of about
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Fig, 3. The response as a function of added path in one side of the
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0.1 8. Observatio_s over a period of 6 h taken with the
tracking system mentioned earlier gave the period between
pulses as Pobs = I ~:J3733:t 0.00001 s. This represents a
mean value cent~ on December IS, 1967, at 14 h IS m
UT. A study of tl~e systematic shift in the frequency of
the pulses was obtjltined from daily measurements of the
time interval T b~t,ween a standard time and the pulse
immediately follow~ng it as shown in Fig. 4. The standard
time was chosen to be 14 h 01 m 00 s UT on December II
(corresponding to the centre of the reception pattern)
and subsequent ~ndard times were at intervals of
23 h 56 m 04 s (approximately one sidereal day). A plot of
the variation of T from day to day is shown in Fig. 4.
A constant pulse recurrence frequency would show a
linear increase or dIo~rease in T if care was taken to add
or subtract one per~od where necessary. The observations,
however, show a "cnarked curvature in the sense of a
steadily increasing frequency. If we assume a Doppler
shift due to the Earth alone, then the number of pulses
received per day is given by

N=No ( I+~COScpsin-
3 2~ 2 )c 66. 5

where No is the number of pulses emitted per day at the
source, v the orbit~l velocity of the Earth, cp the ecliptic
latitude of the SOlLrCe and n an arbitrary day number
obtained by putt~~ n=O on January 17, 1965, when the
Earth has zero v~locity along the line of sight to the
source. This relaflion is approximate since it assumes a
circular orbit for ~,he Earth and the origin n = 0 is not
exact, but it serves to show that the increase of N observed
can be explained by the Earth's motion alone within the
accuracy currently attainable. For this purpose it is
convenient to esti~ate the values ofn for which 8T/8n=O,
corresponding to ~Il exactly integral value of N. These
occur at n1= 15.Sc!:0.1 and nz=2S.7:tO.I, and since N
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where L is the path and Vp the plasma frequency. Ass\lIl1- .
ing a mean density of 0.2 electron cm-3 the observed I
frequency drift (- 4.9 MHz S-I) corresponds to L", 65
pam~c. Some frequency dispersion may, of course, arise
in t"e source itself; in this case the dispersion in the inter.
stel~ medium must be smaller so that the value of L
is SIl upper limit. While the interstellar electron density
in the vicinity of the Sun is not well known, this result is
im~)rtant in showing that the pulsating radio sources 80
far ,detected must be local objects on a galactic distance
sca1l,. I

'I'kle positional accuracy so far obtained does not permit ,\
any serious attempt at optical identification. The search I
are,., which lies close to the galactic plane, includes two
twerJ.fth magnitude stars and a large number of weaker

IobjE,cts. In the absence of further data, only the most i
ten:t.ative suggestion to account for these remarkable \ ~1A t " sow.ces can be made. Ji C I

The most significant feature to be accounted for is the ;
extll-eme regularity of the pulses- This suggests an
ori(in in terms of the pulsation of an entire star, rather by
thaJrl some more localized disturbance in a stellar atmo- I PAUL
spl~ere. In this connexion it is interesting to note that \ DONA it ''as already been suggested2.3 that the radial pulsation D tn

of Jl:Leutron stars may play an important part in the history e:s~:~n
of 'llupernovae and supernova remnants. Philadel

A discussion of the normal modes of radial pulsation of
\co".1pact stars has recently been given by Meltzer and

T~)rnet, who calculated the periods for stars with central '!:.;"delflsities in the range 105 to 1018 g cm-3. Fig. 4 of their' (Gl ~ '
paper indicates two possibilities which might account I:, Y i'
for the observed periods of the order 1 s. At a density of ({d~e ~
10' g cm-3. corresponding to a white dwarf star, the rj'W ~fUJ;,damental mode reaches a minimum period of about I or It Y
8 ,II; at a slightly higher density the period increases \ V~t:gag;~in as the system tends towards gravitational collapse WlI II
to a neutron star. While the fundamental period is not r Y )
small enough to account for the observations the higher ~ (;ne
order modes have periods of the correct order of magni- I Ig.
tUoile. If this model is adopted it is difficult to understand ~d ~ I
wil.y the fundamental period is not dominant; such a ~;. Ig.
p~iod would have readily been detected in the present c m ..~
observations and its absence cannot be ascribed to

~ ~tef o~ervati~nal effects. The alternative I?ossibility occurs As 8'
at. a density of 1013 g cm-3, correspondmg to a neutron the
stlLr; at this density the fundamental has a period of ,OJ
a110ut 1 s, while for densities in excess of 1013 g cm-3 the ,~~
poeriod rapidly decreases to about 10-3 s. .~

If the radiation is to be associated with the r!!!}j!!:!.. t.
'p'ulsation of a white dwarf or neutron star there seem I 10;tl,l De several mechanisms which could account for the
r.dio emission. It has been sugg~ted that radial pulsa- \ :b]
t~)n would generate hydromagnetlc shock fronts at the t 1
s1tellar surface which might be accompanied by bursts of I mer

X-rays and energetic electrons3.3. The radiation mi~ht :fg
then be likened to radio bursts from a solar flare occurrIng feO',er the entire star during each cycle of the oscillation. 0 IJ
Such a model would be in fair agreement with the upper pro
limit of ~ 5 x 10" km for the dimension of the source, 00-
which compares with the mean value of 9 x 103 km quoted I PO'
f()r white dwarf stars by Greenstein5. The energy requi.re- i ~~
r~lent for this model ma~ be r<;>ughly estimated by noting I
~at the total energy emitted mal MHz band by a type l][[I solar burst would produce a radio flux of the rig~t r I
I,Irder if the source were at a distance of ~ 10' A. U. If It

is increased by exactly one pulse between these dates
we have

N otl [ .27m. ,. 27m, ]1=-cos<p sm--sm-
c 366-25 .366-25

This yields <p = 430 36':t 30' which corresponds to a de-
clination of 210 58':t30', a value consistent with the
declination obtained directly_The true periodicity of
the source, making allowance for the Doppler shift
and using the integral condition to refine the calculation,
is then

Po=I.3372795:tO.OOOO020 s
By continuing observations of the time of occurrence

of the pulses for a year it should be possible to establish
the constancy of No to about 1 part in 3 x 108. If No is
indeed constant, then the declination of the source may be
estimated to an accuracy of :t 1'; this result will not be
affected by ionospheric refraction.

It is also interesting to note the possibility of detecting
a variable Doppler shift caused by the motion of the
source itself. Such an effect might arise if the source
formed one component of a binary system, or if the signals
were associated with a planet in orbit about some parent
star. For the present, the systematic increase of N is
regular to about 1 part in 2 x 107 so that there is no evid-
ence for an additional orbital motion comparable with
that of the Earth.

The Nature of the Radio Source
The lack of any parallax greater than about 2' places

the source at Ii distance exceeding 108 A. U .The energy
emitted by the source during a single pulse, integrated
over 1 MHz at 81.5 MHz, therefore reaches a value which
must exceed 1017 erg if the source radiates isotropically.
It is also possible to derive an upper limit to the physical
dimension of the source. The small instantaneous band-
width of the signal (80 kHz) and the rate of sweep (- 4.9
MHz S-1) show that the duration of the emission at any
given frequency does not exceed 0.016 s. The source size
therefore cannot exceed 4.8 x IQ3 kIn.

IIlJ, In.
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"3 assumed that the radio energy may ~Je related to the
~otal flare energy (- 1032 erg)" in the same mallller as
for a solar flare and supposing that each pulse corresponds
to one flare, the required energy \vould be ~ 1039 erg yr-1;
at a distance of 65 pc the corresponding value \vould be
,., 16" erg yr-'. It has been estimated that a neutron star
,nay contain -1051 erg in vibrational modes so the energy
requirement does not appear \mreasonable, although
other damping mechanisms are likely to be important
when considering the lifetime of the source'.

The s\vept frequency charact~ristic of the radiation is
reminiscent of type II and type III solar bursts, but it
seems unlikel)- that it is caused in the same \vay. ~'or a
white dwarf or neutron star the scale height of any atmo-
sphere is small and a travelling disturbance would be
expected to produce a much faster frequency drift than
is actually observed. As has been mentioned, a more
likely possibility is that the impulsive radiation suffers
dispersion during its passage through the interstellar
medium.
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More observali,ional evidence is clearly needed in order
to gain a better understanding of this strange new class of
radio source. ]if the suggested origin of the radiation is
confirmed furth,r study may be expected to throw valuable
light on the bettaviour of compact stars and also on the
properties of m"tter at high density.
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Alamethicin. a cyclopeptide" can induce action potentials in biomole-
cular lipid membranes.

by
PAUL MUELLER
DONALD O. RUDIN
Department of Basic Research,
Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

lecithin and dffcane, sphingomyelin and tocopherolz.z or
oxidized cholesJerol and octane", although the sensitivity
to alamethicin and to protamine varies from one lipid
type to anothe,t'. Best results were obtained with mem-
branes made ,I'rom oxidized cholesterol (I per cent),
dodecyl acid phosphate (0.25 per cent), cholesterol (0.42
per cent in octlj.ne : dodecane, I : 36) and with membranes
made from p~rified lecithin (10 per cent in decane-
squalene, 2: 1), In the presence of adsorbates the life of
the membrane lasts from a few minutes to several hours
according to 1!,lhe type of lipid. Alamethicin can be
introduced either by dissolving it in the bulk lipid
solution or by &dding it to the aqueous phase after bilayer
formation.

Fig. I presfilts three steady state current-voltage,
I(V), curves in the presence of 10-7 g/ml. of alamethicin
on one side of ilile membrane. With 0.1 M sodium chloride
on both sides, the membrane shows strong and more or
less symmetric~l rectification (Fig. 1A). The conductance
decreases 10' times between zero and 100 mV and attains
a maximum change of e-fold/5 mY. An ionic gradient
generates a Qfttionic resting potential of 10-30 mV!
decade withOUjf; intracationic selectivity. This acts like
an applied potential to drive the system into its high
conductance ~;ate although it does not deliver a net
current. As sl'j':Jwn in Fig. IB, the resting potential shifts
the I(V) CUrVE! along the voltage axis, raises the resting
conductance and, for analytical reasons given elsewhere",
transforms the rectification characteristic in one quadrant
into a charactltristic of negative slope resistance. If prot-
amine is added to either aqueous phase under zero ion
gradient therel is a similar effect as shown in Fig. 10.
The resting o':Jnductance is increased and a negative
resistance ari~~s in the absence of a resting potential.
This is the £!I:st of three distinct effects produced by
protamine, hi~tone or spermine acting as secondary ad-
sorbates, Bec(tuse this particular effect resembles that of

~4J.A~TmCIN, a cyclopeptide antibiotic from Trichoderma
viride containing the alnino~acids (GluN)2' (GluJ., (Pro).,
(GlY)l, (Ala)., (Methyl Ala)8' (VaIJa and (Leu)l (ref, 1),
develops a cationic conductance in experimental bilayers
which can be controlled by a factor of 10' either chemically
or by changing the membrane potential using applied
voltages or ionic gradients, When it is brought together
with an ionic gradient and a few fLgfml, of protamine,
poly lysine or spermine in the aqueous phase, the mem~
branes develop characteristics of negative slope resistance
(Fig. 1), delayed rectification (~'ig. 2), bistable changes of
EMF (Fig. 3A) and single or rhythmic action potentials
(Fig. 3B and 0). These changes resemble those occurring
in excitable algae or those produced in bilayers by an
unidentified proteinaceous material obtained from Entero-
bacter cloacae called excitability inducing material (EIM),.3.
As shown in Fig. 4, alamethicin structurally resembles
other macrocyclic compounds like the depsipeptides and
macrolids which develop extreme K+fNa+ selective con-
ductances of an ohmic nature in experimental bilayers'.
~amethicin, however, is a pure peptide containing func.
tlonal side groups.

The electrokinetic and chemical data suggest that six
or more alamethiain molecules form either carriers or
tubular channels through which ions flow across the
membrane and that assembly and dissembly of these
aggregates by the voltage or chemical factors regulate
the conductance. The kinetic and chemical characteristics
of alamethicin apparently fulfil the criteria of an allosteric
protein specifically designed to form complexes of ionic
co.ordination within lipid membranes. We discuss the
possibility that related compounds could generate active
iOn transport and act as high energy intermediates in
oxidative phosphorylation.

Bilayer membranes separating two aqueous phases were
made by published methods2.3.5, Alamethicin acts on
membranes made from mixed brain lipids and tocopherol,

~


